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An Appeal...

We invite all the teachers, academicians, academic administrators, policymakers, presidents and secretaries of all teaching organizations, members of BOS, members of the Academic Council, members of the Syndicate, subject forums and their presidents and secretaries and all those who interested in implementation of NCP and concerned citizens to take part in the seminar and contribute their views.
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Contact

House No.01, Block number-07, Near Dr. Rajakumar Road, JSS Nagar, Mysuru-570029
Mobile – 9141799241, 9620198326, 9449812326 & 9538997609
Email- krmss.mysore@gmail.com
the higher education system, to reinforce the current alliances and networks of higher education institutions to express their thoughts & experiences and to support the teachers capacity building.

Exploring the unknown boundaries and projecting them shall be the real goal of every spirited leader. The recent developments across the world have resulted in the educational administration to look into the new panoramas. The explorations in the knowledge world have kept the primary stakeholders on their toes, wherein the educational service providers are lagging behind. At this juncture, execution of NEP and pin pointing its opportunities and road ahead is a need. With the relaxation of lockdown and setting on the role, the blended system of education, providing a platform for offline interaction amongst eminent academicians is purported to happen in the seminar.

Sub-themes For Paper Presentations:
Along with the main theme, the following areas will be the Sub-themes for this seminar:
1. Governance and leadership of higher education system
2. Improvement of infrastructure in the higher education system
3. Impact of NEP on discipline and practice of science, social science, commerce, management, etc.
4. Ensuring the inclusiveness and equity in the higher education system
5. Empowerment of teachers
6. Remodeling the support system such as, political, legal, economical and technological etc.
7. Impact of Covid-19 pandemic on higher education system
8. Strengthening the culture of Research & Innovation in the higher education system
9. The role of Civil Society Organization in higher education system
10. Any other topic strictly relevant to the theme and sub-themes of the seminar

Call for Papers and Guidelines for Submission of Abstract and Full Papers
- The research papers are invited on the main topic and any of the sub-themes of the seminar either in English or Kannada. The papers must be original or unpublished and it should not have been presented in any other occasions.
- The abstract (not more than 500 words) and full papers should be submitted by email to krmss.mysore@gmail.com
- The papers should be submitted in both hard and soft copy (in MS word, Times New Roman, A-4 size with 1.5 line spacing and one-inch margin all around and maximum 10 to 12 pages). The research papers shall be preferably in the standard research paper format.
- An expert committee will shortlist the papers for presentation as well as for publication in the edited volume/referred Journal (with ISBN/ISSN).
- Plagiarism is strictly prohibited. Papers without soft copy will not be accepted.

Accommodation & Food:
On request, one day moderate lodging and boarding facilities will be provided to the outstation paper presenters in the University guest house on a first come first serve basis. The ODO facility will be provided for participants.

Registration Details and Mode of Payment:
The following is registration fee under different category excluding Bank charges:

Paper Presentation : Rs. 500/-
Faculty and Research Scholars : Rs. 300/-
Edited volume Publication charges will be extra.

All participants shall pay the registration fee as applicable through, - Account Payee and Online payment through NEFT. Spot registration is also available. Certificates will be provided to participants only if they attend all sessions of the seminar.

Bank Details

Name: Karnataka Rajya Mahavidyalaya Shikshaka Sangha (R), Mysuru University Vibhag
Bank: Union Bank of India, Siddhartha Nagar Branch, Mysuru
Account Number: 037620100000032
IFSC: UBIN0903761

Important Dates

Last date for submission of abstract : 25.12.2020
Acceptance to be communicated : 28.12.2020
Submission of Full Paper : 04.01.2021
Seminar Date : 09.01.2021
Karnataka Rajya Mahavidyalaya Shikshak Sangh
The Karnataka Rajya Mahavidyalaya Shikshak Sangha (KRMSS) is a registered organization of college and university teachers affiliated to Akhil Bharatiya Rashtriya Shakshik Mahasangh (ABRSM), New Delhi. Launched in the month of August 2015, the Sangha actively engaged itself with a round table meet on National Education Policy and held a series of academic discussions on issues of importance for both the state and nation in matters connected to education, teacher’s welfare and teacher development. Some of the major programmes organized by KRMSS include, - Two Day state level workshop on ‘Higher Education and Role of Teachers’ and a state level seminar on ‘Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: A True Nationalist’, a national level seminar on Rejuvenation of Undergraduate Education’ etc. The Sangh delegation also gave its input on the UGC draft regulations 2018 by constituting a committee of its own and presented it to the honourable Minister of HRD Government of India. Besides these activities KRMSS has been working in close coordination with state and national bodies for redressing teachers’ grievances. Its vision is ‘Education in the interest of the nation, teachers in the interest of education and society in the interest of teachers’.

University of Mysore
The University of Mysore, Mysuru was established on July 27, 1916. It is the sixth oldest in the country and the first in the state of Karnataka and it has around 750 acres of campus. The university was founded by the visionary Maharaja of erst while Princely State of Mysore His Highness Shri. Nalwadi Krishnaraja Wadiyar – IV and the then Diwan Sir M. Visvesvaraya. It was the first University to be accredited by NAAC in 2000 with Five Star Status. And University of Mysore celebrated centenary year in 2016. The university secured 27th rank in national level, 1st rank in Karnataka state and 47th position in overall assessment criteria in NIRF-MHRD Ranking-2020 of the Government of India.

Karnataka State Higher Education Council
The Karnataka State Higher Education Council (KSHEC) has been established by replacing the earlier Inter University Board in 2010. It was set up as a council that brought together the government, universities in the state, academics and other experts with a view to forge a synergic relationship among them; and to act as an operational bridge between the government and the universities on the one hand and between the universities and apex level regulatory bodies on the other. The role of the Council is to evolve perspective plans, and new dimensions to higher education, and foster new ideas in the curriculum development and innovative activities in the field of higher education.

Karnataka State Open University
Karnataka State Open University (KSOU), Mysuru, was established by the act of state legislature in 1992, and was brought into force on 1st June 1996; in pursuance of National Policy on Education, NPE-1986. A Pioneer and Premier Centre of Higher Education under Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. KSOU was carved out of illustrious University of Mysore in 1996. Ever since its establishment, KSOU has been pro-actively engaged in fulfilling the national objectives of higher education i.e., to achieve – Access, Equity, Quality, Affordability and Accountability. The motto of KSOU “Higher Education for Everyone, Everywhere”, promises to reach out to those unreach - to all those higher education aspirants. The KSOU has been playing major role in enhancing the GER of the State.

Centre for Educational and Social Studies (CESS)
The CESS, Bengaluru was established in 2006. Since its inception, it is committed to bringing about Social Transformation through Research, Policy Advocacy and Capacity Building in the fields of Education, Public Health and India Studies.

About Seminar
The higher education system across the globe is witnessing sweeping changes in the digitized world. India has the largest network of higher education system catering to the diverse needs of millions of youth. The recent declaration of New Education Policy-2020 and the sudden outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic have made phenomenal impact on internal and external environment of higher education system; thus necessitating a paradigm shift in the higher education system. All the stakeholders- teachers, students, scholars, educationalists and policy makers need to discuss these phenomenal changes. Hence, the KRMSS-Mysuru University Vibhaga; the University of Mysore, Mysuru; the KSOU, Mysuru; the KSHEC, Government of Karnataka, Bengaluru and CESS, Bengaluru (as Academic partner), have joined hands to organize this seminar, to explore various opportunities and road ahead with respect to the implementation of NEP-2020 in Karnataka.

Objectives & Significance of the Seminar
The objectives of the seminar are, - to offer a platform for academicians, NGOs and policy makers for discussion and exchange of ideas on effective implementation of NEP in Karnataka, that would help to empower and support